**Social Ecology (BA) SAMPLE 2-year Course Plan**

- **Fall**
  - **Course Name** | **Units**
    - UPPER DIV UPPP | 4
    - UPPER DIV SE* | 4
    - ADDITIONAL UPPER DIV SE COURSE | 4
  - **Total Quarter Units:** 12

- **Winter**
  - **Course Name** | **Units**
    - UPPER DIV CLS | 4
    - UPPER DIV SE* | 4
    - ELECTIVE | 4
  - **Total Quarter Units:** 12

- **Spring**
  - **Course Name** | **Units**
    - UPPER DIV PSCI | 4
    - UPPER DIV SE* | 4
    - ELECTIVE | 4
  - **Total Quarter Units:** 12

- **Fall**
  - **Course Name** | **Units**
    - FIELD STUDY | 4
    - UPPER DIV SE* | 4
    - ADDITIONAL UPPER DIV SE COURSE | 4
  - **Total Quarter Units:** 12

- **Winter**
  - **Course Name** | **Units**
    - UPPER DIVISION WRITING | 4
    - UPPER DIV SE* | 4
    - ELECTIVE | 4
  - **Total Quarter Units:** 12

- **Spring**
  - **Course Name** | **Units**
    - UPPER DIV SE* | 4
    - ELECTIVE | 4
    - ELECTIVE | 4
  - **Total Quarter Units:** 12

**Total Year Units:** 145

*Must complete 7 Upper Division courses from the School of Social Ecology. Courses can be PSCI, CLS, UPPP, or SE.*

**NOTE:** THIS IS A SAMPLE PLAN AND IS MEANT TO SERVE AS A GUIDE. YOUR PERSONAL ACADEMIC PLAN MAY VARY.

This plan assumes completion of a UC IGETC from the Community College, the transfer of 90 semester units/105 quarter units, and completion of all Lower Division School Requirements (CLS C7, SE 10, SE 13, PSCI 9/11B/11C, and SE 8).

For specific degree information, please refer to your DegreeWorks.